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Molecules exhibiting multiple crystalline forms differing solely
in the arrangement or conformation of the building units, poly-
morphic compounds, have long represented an active area of
research in solid-state chemistry. In addition to important implica-
tions for properties including drug bioavailability and pigment color,
such systems offer a challenging test for crystal structure prediction
and, in cases where thermodynamic relationships have been derived,
an invaluable opportunity to refine computational approaches.

Definitive evidence for polymorphism is offered by single
crystal X-ray diffraction. The number of compounds in the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) with two structurally
characterized polymorphs figures in the tens of thousands,
whereas structures with three or four structurally characterized
forms are considerably more rare. There is only one pharma-
ceutical in the CSD reaching the level of five structurally
characterized polymorphs: sulfathiazole.1-3 Crystals of this
highly polymorphic compound were obtained over a period of
nearly 30 years using solvent-based methods; remarkably all
forms are in the same space group.2,3 Currently, a pharmaceutical
precursor, 5-methyl-2-[(2-nitrophenyl)amino]-3-thiophenecar-
bonitrile (ROY), has the largest number of structurally character-
ized polymorphs in the CSD, and three different space groups
are represented among its crystal phases.4,5 Six of the seven
structurally characterized forms were obtained by solvent-based
screening methods between 1995 and 2000, whereas the last form
was first accessed by melt crystallization and solid-state
transformation in 2005.4,5 These examples serve to illustrate that
there is a need for alternative approaches for polymorph
discovery, especially in the pharmaceutical industry. Screening
approaches that accelerate the pace of solid form discovery, thus
preventing the unexpected appearance of undesirable forms at
late stages of evaluation or during manufacturing, would be of
considerable value.

Here, we report structural studies on the conformational poly-
morphism of a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID)
tolfenamic acid (TA) and demonstrate unambiguously that this
pharmaceutical possesses at least five polymorphs. TA (Figure 1)

is a member of a large class of NSAIDs that contain a monocar-
boxylated diphenyl amine nucleus; several of these analogues
display polymorphism. As such, TA offers a good test case for the
notion that certain molecular motifs, when incorporated into a

structure, render the compound polymorphic: the polymorpho-
phore.6 As a well-studied pharmaceutical, it also offers a challenge
for polymorph discovery techniques, such as polymer-induced
heteronucleation (PIHn).7,8 This is a screening technique in which
a single solvent/temperature condition leads to novel form discovery
enabled by a diverse array of insoluble polymers acting as
heterogeneous growth sites.7,8

Three novel phases of TA were grown from an ethanol
solution using nonpolar aromatic polymers as heteronuclei
(Supporting Information, SI).7,8 Optical examination revealed
noticeable differences in the morphology of the crystals. The
previously reported colorless and yellow needles (forms I and
II)9 were observed as well as prisms (form III) and colorless
plates (forms IV and V). When the samples were examined by
Raman spectroscopy, four main spectral regions (3375-3300,
1645-1565, 1180-1040, and 815-760 cm-1) aided the iden-
tification of the five polymorphs (SI).

Powder X-ray diffraction confirms that unique crystalline phases
(SI) were obtained for TA. Structure determination revealed that,
as in the case of sulfathiazole and ROY, each form contains different
conformers (Figure 1). In contrast to ROY, several structures of
TA vary in the number of inequivalent molecules in the asymmetric
unit. TA is known to crystallize in two monoclinic forms,9 both
containing one molecule in the asymmetric unit. The now accessible
form III crystallizes in the space group P21/c with Z′ ) 2, whereas
forms IV and V crystallize in the space group P1j with Z′ ) 3 and
Z′ ) 1, respectively.

TA displays conformational polymorphism. Form II possesses
the smallest torsion angle9 τ[C-N-C-C] of 42.2°, whereas form
I has the largest torsion angles measuring 107.7° (Figure 1). The
small dihedral angle in form II causes extended conjugation not
present in the other TA forms, thus giving this form its characteristic
yellow color. Modifications I, II, IV, and V form hydrogen bonded
anti dimers that connect the carboxylic acids through an inversion
center. Form III displays a similar motif but between crystallo-
graphically inequivalent molecules. Intramolecular hydrogen bond-
ing occurs between the amino group and the carbonyl oxygen in
all modifications.

In TA form I, each dimer interacts with eight adjacent molecules
through close CH · · ·π contacts between the chlorinated aromatic
ring and the carboxylated aromatic ring. The contacts alternate
between four donors and four acceptors to form a 2D sheet in the
ac-plane. Close contacts between the chlorine and the methyl group
along the b-axis join these sheets into a 3D structure.9 In form II,
the hydrogen bonded dimers pack in columns along the a-axis;
additional donation from a neighboring methyl group to the carbonyl
above and below it connects the columnar packing along the same
direction. Adjacent pairs of dimers pack through Cl · · ·π (3.41 Å)
interactions.9

Figure 1. Chemical structures of TA, sulfathiazole, and ROY illustrating
the torsion angle (τ, bonds in blue) differing among the conformers.
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The newly accessed crystal phases pack in columnar arrange-
ments (Figure 2). In form III, heterodimers pack tilted along the

columnar axis at an angle of 63°, where a supramolecular ring is
formed by two short contacts between the carbon atom of the
carboxylic acid and the π system located above and below each
heterodimer. Other aromatic CH · · ·π (2.86 Å and 2.85 Å) and
methyl CH · · ·π (2.89 Å) short contacts reinforce the columns along
the same direction. Adjacent columns of heterodimers are connected
by Cl · · ·Cl (3.38 Å) interactions as well as Cl · · ·π (3.44 Å)
donor-acceptor interactions between the inequivalent molecules.
In form IV, the shortest contacts observed are methyl CH · · ·π (2.65
Å) donation from the chlorinated aromatic ring of the homodimer
to the chlorinated aromatic ring of the heterodimer as well as
aromatic CH · · ·π interactions (2.75 and 2.79 Å) from the chlori-
nated aromatic ring of the heterodimer to the carboxylated aromatic
ring of the homodimer. These interactions expand the packing of
the tilted dimers within the bc-plane. Other important contacts
present include Cl · · ·Cl (3.41 Å) interactions, which are only
observed between heterodimers, and aromatic CH · · ·O (2.68 Å)
contacts between the carboxylated aromatic ring and the carboxylic
acid in adjacent heterodimers. In polymorph V, dimers pack through
Cl · · ·Cl interactions aligned with the c-axis in one of the disordered
models and Cl · · ·H interactions along the b-axis in the other
disordered model; however, additional assignments regarding
molecular packing are hampered by the complexity of the whole
molecule disorder in the crystal structure.

Hirshfeld surface (HSs)10 analysis was performed to determine
the relative contribution of the important intermolecular contacts
present in each of the molecules in the asymmetric unit of the
ordered TA polymorphs (SI). The C · · ·H contacts compose 42.6%
of the HSs in conformer c of TA form IV and only 10.0% in form
II (Figure 3). In addition, examination of the HSs demonstrates
the great contribution (11.9%) of C · · ·C contacts to the planar
conformation present in form II as well as the low contribution of
the C · · ·H contacts resulting from extensive π · · ·π interactions in
this form. A higher contribution (1.8-1.3% vs 0.5-0.2%) of the

Cl · · ·Cl contacts is also observed in all of the newly accessed
polymorphs of TA. Remarkably, although the crystal phases differ
significantly in packing arrangements and conformations, the strong
hydrogen bonding contacts (O · · ·H and N · · ·H) remain fairly
constant among all of the five forms of TA. To assess the effect of
these structural differences on the energies of TA polymorphs,
relative free energies were established experimentally and enthalpies
were determined by experiment and theory: all five polymorphs
exist within a ∼0.3 kcal/mol window (SI).

PIHn has allowed access to three new metastable phases of TA,
making this compound one of the few highly polymorphic
pharmaceutical compounds structurally characterized. The range
of different conformations, space groups, packing motifs, varying
number of inequivalent molecules, and very narrow range of free
energy differences make TA a particularly challenging model
compound for polymorph prediction methods, in addition to a
valuable test case to assess the robustness of other solid form
discovery methods.
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Figure 2. Molecular packing and hydrogen bonding motif of TA poly-
morphs: (a) sheets of TA in form I, columns of TA in forms (b) II, (c) III,
(d) IV, and (e) V. Form V represents 50% occupancy of the whole molecule
disorder structure.

Figure 3. Percent relative contribution to the HSs of the important
intermolecular interactions present in each of the molecules in the
asymmetric unit of the ordered TA polymorphs. The letters a, b, and c
represent different conformers in the structures with Z′ > 1.
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